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2-- Borrow this page which explains well --



Properties 

Far less noise 
fluctuation,
can work without 
PN junction == 
without depletion 
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Classification of diamond type 

Because of impurity (nitrogen) which acts as “trap”,  it can not be used as 
this kind of detector 

CVD method

High pressure & High temperature
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Reference 
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Density of boundaries are high at 
the substrate side.  

Cut the bottom and only use the 
upper part for detector

Key Point : Progress on making(growing) larger size   <-- within this 10 years 
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Example :  Beam Condition Monitor 
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Radiation Tolerance
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3D Sensor Development 

... we can see many characterization results from above slide or others 
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Other example of characterization : two-photon TCT 
on diamond detector 
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TCT scan results
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From “Power Electronics Device Applications of Diamond Semiconductors”

P-type
N-type

PN-junction
Producing “N-type” is/was very difficult ( I do not follow why it is ) , 
gradually it becomes possible but still challenging
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Example of PN structure with diamond
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Recall of LGAD structure
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Summary 

-- Diamond “detector” is now developed and might be replaced  
with the current silicon detector where the radiation is high. 

-- Main factor for usage of this diamond detector is the progress 
of CVD process which can make the detector size more than few 
mm now. 

-- Making PN-junction for detector level is not realized yet, and a 
challenge.
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My comment

-- One obvious drawback of this diamond detector is the small 
signal compared with that of silicon detector

-- If LGAD-like structure is realized on this diamond detector,
what happen ?
## but I’m also not sure what happen at the “multiplication layer” 
beyond 1016/cm2


